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Editor’s Note 

We would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of  the land from which swim meet lit mag 
operates, the Yugambeh people, whose land was never ceded. We pay our respects to Elders past, 
present, and emerging. 

Welcome to the first issue of  swim meet lit mag. 

I started this publication very suddenly. For much of  2021, I’d been thinking about starting some kind 
of  magazine in the future—‘the future’ being a vague, distant, post-pandemic time, ideally one in which 
I had a full time job or was a proper writer—‘proper’ meaning established, more or less. 

I was really inspired to start the magazine after I had poems published early last year in Urinal Mag and 
Bluebottle Journal, two relatively new, independent, Brisbane-based publications (which you should totally 
check out and support! Urinal here, Bluebottle here). I realised local creatives didn’t have a whole lot of  
places to send their work—especially emerging creatives—and get paid. 

As an emerging writer, I found I was spending a lot of  money on submissions but not getting anything 
in return. I understand that most small publications are volunteer-run, as is this one, but I just felt that 
if  this thing called art is supposed to be a profession, shouldn’t creatives be getting paid? 

In mid-2021, another lockdown found me scouting the Internet for editing jobs at literary magazines, 
but again, most positions are volunteer only. I should probably mention that I’m also a swimming 
coach, but the intermittent lockdowns throughout 2020 and 2021 meant I was out of  work. I should 
also mention that I’ve grown up in the world of  swimming—as in, I spent more time at the pool than I 
did at home for most of  my childhood and adolescence. I feel very lucky to have been able to 
participate in competitive swimming, and I always felt sorry for ‘non-swimmers’, as we called them, 
even though they make up almost the entire the human population. This sport means a lot to me, and 
now that I’ve stopped racing, I’m trying to find ways to share that love and make swimming more 
accessible. 

So, in August of  2021, I decided to just do it. I wrote down a (very extensive) list of  notes, thought up 
and scrapped about twenty different titles, set up a website and social media accounts, and made it 
public: swim meet lit mag. A new literary publication based in Brisbane, but open for anyone in the world 
to submit to; a place to unite creatives of  all different backgrounds and circumstances; a place for 
people to meet and share their love of  swimming—and not necessarily competitive swimming, but that 
would be cool, too. Most importantly, I wanted it to be accessible—free to submit, free to read, and not 
too formal. 

Of  course, as a volunteer-run publication, this magazine relies on donations to operate. I’d like to thank 
everyone who donated or chose the paid submission options. I’d also like to thank everyone who 
submitted work in the general category, everyone who has supported swim meet lit mag on social media 
or signed up to our mailing list, and you, the readers. Above all, this is for you. 

I hope you enjoy the first issue of  swim meet lit mag. 

Svetlana Sterlin 
Founding Editor 

swim meet lit mag | Instagram | Facebook 
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Katelyn Goyen | Naturalist Field Club II 

midday aqua,  

 fizzing turquoise 

  orange ripples  

slimy rockpools, tiny crustaceans &  

cappuccino seafoam crashes 

over rocks and shoreline   

foamy fingers foraging  

 carving sator squares in  peachy votives  

reaching  for infinity  like clockwork  

 planets  shuffling   above  

an air mattress at midday  

    an iridescent filter 

a piece of  flesh caught on the sunlight  

barefoot on the earthskin  grounding  rings  

leaving with  

pockets full of  spores,  

 & a mouthful of  dead man’s fingers. 

art deco  

white caps  
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Hellai Gul | accumulation of  a narrative called the self 

introductions are a battle with discourse 

not non-binary anti binary  
not bi pan  
                  

multiplicity simultaneously 
                                        kinship is friendship 

family is chosen  

multicultural is static time space 
relational cosmopolitan   

                                              
queer theory for those who know it 

intersectionality for the rest 
  

yet  
&  
still  

categories brimming with suffocation  

                   the everyday 
                 micro fracases 

undefinition  
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Michelle St. James |Going Under 
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Helena Pantsis | Rose-Coloured Water 

We went swimming on our first date. It was her suggestion, and even though I was on my period and I 

hadn’t shaved all summer, I couldn’t say no. I held the razor against the border of  my crotch where my 

bathers ended, chopping at the thick twirling hairs. 

 We met at a near empty Oasis at nine in the morning, only us in the big pool, with a mother and 

her daughter paddling in the shallow water of  the adjacent kiddie pool. I kept my eyes on them as we 

disrobed by the poolside so that I wouldn’t have to look at my date. When I finally did, I was struck 

dumb. She wore a bright pink two piece. It perfectly contoured the shape of  her long, smooth legs. I 

liked the way the hair on her underarms curled, and how she could wear her body hair like it belonged 

there. She was something so spectacular, all smiles and candy red cheeks. Still, I couldn’t stop noticing 

the patches of  hair on my own legs that I’d missed. 

 I dipped my hand into the water, skimming my fingers along the cold surface, and bending so my 

stomach was hidden from view. She smiled at me, reaching over to rest her fingers on mine. I could’ve 

burst. 

 Ready to get in? she asked. 

 I nodded and slid in alongside her. 

 I hacked through the first lap and fell into a rhythm, warming my limbs and avoiding stagnation. I 

thought if  I kept moving she wouldn’t be able to understand the shape of  me, might mistake me for 

something beautiful in motion. I heard her moving on the opposite side of  the pool, saw her wet skin 

glistening. 

 She caught my eye and waded over to me. You’re a great swimmer, she said. 

 I knew I was decent, and I blushed at her proximity. The waves she made flowed into my own. 

 My brother was a swimming teacher, had long flat feet and an instinct for the water; I was 

nothing compared to him, but I knew how to Freestyle and could work a modest Breaststroke. 

 Thanks, I said, kicking my feet to stay afloat. 

 I watched her body, distorted and blurry beneath the water. 

 Hold my hands; I want to try something, she said. 

 I was glad for the chlorine sea disguising the sweat on my hands as I gripped hers. 

 I could feel my uterus cramp and warm within me. She intertwined our fingers—I curled my 

fingers tight around hers to bare the passing pain in my gut—then she counted down from three. We 

rose, breathing in deeply before falling to the deep bottom of  the pool, crisscrossing our legs and 

watching each other, eyes open and burning. We were smiling, and I breathed out slightly to watch the 

bubbles fly up from my mouth. We returned to the surface, letting the air leave our mouths and 

laughing, hands still bound together.  

 We floated alongside each other for a while longer, brushing hands when our paths crossed, the 

tightness in my body gradually releasing as we made angels in the surface, and her showing off  her 
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ability to somersault and hold a handstand beyond the confines of  solid land. She mesmerised me, and 

I could've stayed there, watching her all day. 

 I have to use the bathroom. I’ll be back in a second, she said. 

 I watched her from behind as she pulled her heavy body from the pool. 

 Swimming along in solitude, I spread my limbs out like a star, just like I used to in the lake 

outside my childhood home where my brother taught me to swim. Suspended in the water, my body 

became an island; for a moment I forgot about myself  as something physical. Opening my eyes again 

to the reflective blue light, I felt the water around me become warm. 

 A cloud of  red rose in the water beneath me. The blood—I had begun to leak. I wanted to 

disappear beneath the pink water. Instead I moved rapidly to the pool’s border, pulled myself  up and 

out, and scrambled for a towel. 

 She emerged from the bathroom, saw me cowering on the rubber mat, and I felt tears well by the 

corners of  my eyes. My mouth opened and closed like a fish, but no sound came out. She crouched to 

match my height, pulling the towel around my waist, and gently took my hand in hers to guide me to 

the changing room. 

 She left me to wallow in my stomach pain for a moment. 

 When she came back, she said, They’re cleaning things up out there. 

 I couldn’t bear to meet her gaze, so I counted the shells painted by the cornices of  the tiled walls. 

She sat down next to me, bare legs brushing mine. I thought about the blood pooling below my hips, 

and about how disgusting I was, and the pain in my lower back, and how she’d never want to see me 

again. But she tucked a finger under my chin, tilting my head up to look at hers. 

 Are you okay? she asked. Why didn’t you tell me? She almost laughed. We could’ve just gone for ice cream. 

 I laughed too, crying at the absurdity and embarrassment of  it all. Then she pressed her hands to 

my cheeks, pulling me in and laying her lips on mine, a whisper of  a kiss, so light that on the bus ride 

home I wasn’t even sure it happened.  

 I touched my own lips and smiled, staring out the window. My mouth tasted like chlorine. The 

summer was pink around me, and even though the blood had stained the inside of  my jeans, all I could 

think of  was her eyes open at the bottom of  the pool, and the calloused tips of  her fingers against my 

cheeks. 

 At home I plucked the remaining hairs from my ankles, counting the seconds and chanting: she 

loves me, she loves me not, she loves me, she loves me not. She loves me. 
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Matt Rice | Comic 
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Emma Simington | in november 

the two trunked pile of  empty woolies bags 
stands four storeys  

tall through an afternoon in september 
of  ’21. and fails. 

my dog’s ears—sliced ham—jump. 
he goes to the kitchen  

where the carcasses bounce 
as loud as thunder, loud as a team of  wheelie bins 

careering into my heels most fridays. 

it’s the last bark of  tamborine winter  
when sunny days walk off  the mountain. 

the paper bags await deployment as recycle bins. 
i’ll fill them with cardboard inserts from coffee boxes, 

 torn cartons of  vanilla milk, and 
family-sized, red-brown tim tam sheaths. 

 i’ll turn on the spot, stick a reusable straw 
 in the dishwasher, limp. 

i’m so stable now 
i only write good poetry when I’ve failed. 

i get scared, don’t study  
get anxious. tears still don’t fall.  

the waterfall in the back of  my mouth threatens to let go. 
i make a fifty item asos wishlist 

 until even my inner cheeks are leaking 
salt—then, I write: 

 

“woolies bags can’t ever hope 
to outlast the hot harsh breath of  a classic 

wall mounted mitsubishi aircon, 
not even this one with its dicky heart 

with its 
ticking turnover with its twenty-seven celsius 

slow blow. winter’s gone. bumblebees gyrate in their thousands 
and soft clovers fuck in the wind.” 

another year gone and soon it’ll be grand final day. 
woolies is always sending me refunds 

for out-of-stock cherry chapsticks. i’ll be 
 twenty-five in november, unkissed. 
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Susan Barry-Schulz | On chronic illness and learning to swim in the middle of  a local 
outbreak of  epizootic hemorrhagic disease during a global pandemic     with ear 
infection, at midlife 

summer lake brown       cold       at first     deep cloud lanes        summer swim       broken deer     
drops     masked & unmasked     breathe     fingertips dip into sky     too late     breathe       summer 
hawks     sky     drowning earful     stiff  one buck     north floats     of  the beach    summer deer  
sinking     thick whistle drops     X-rays doctors autoimmune      blood draw CT scan      results,   
results     summer midges bite     masked & unmasked     rotting heat banks        grey wind rolls     
YouTube videos     cold press panic     in-breath out-breath        rotation of  hips       thumbs         
drawn upward     pinkies touch the surface first     ear drops swell     cattail hush       late summer      
sun stench    position of  head       ripple gold swallow     tree shadow shimmer     butterfly         
horsefly    masked  & unmasked    sunny toe nibbles       flutter-kick water snake     tread dreading   
exhale     dock ladder shove         children thin shivering     ice cream truck chimes     back float          
bloat     algae bloom quiver     summer fever dreams         masked & unmasked     covered with wild 
flowers    in the hallway of  the hospital      the church pew     the locker room        summer fever     
dreams (darkened)      in some of  them    copay, copay     we are all still alive  
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Seth Canner | SKIN 

You won’t have to worry about this  

in the U.S.   the notes aren’t polymer 

and I have no sympathetic friends  

to drag into this.   Look! 

This is the mask I breathe life into!  

    Look! This is the last time I do drugs and you really got to help me stay 

clean. It’s 6.00AM and the birds are taunting me. 

 Listen to their unaddicted song, so cheerful and looking for a fucking mate.  

I heard once  

that it’s the environment that makes addicts—and I pray for this, 

that it’s the environment  that  keeps putting this 

 toilet seat / card / [            ]  

  in front of  me  

INT.  — My earbud 

Look, this is the mask I breathe life into. Look! 

I write obscurely because I have no command of  the English language. 

Look, 

           I have sympathetic friends 

 in the shape of  boys,  

 ones that want me to do better, 

polymer notes  

that won’t 

   forgive me anymore. ‘Would 

your mother be proud of  you?’& my fuck mother  

you would not be proud of  me  
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if  you knew why I was shivering in this bed. 

Imagine the cool flicker of  adolescence  & the way I crave gasoline : 

     “It’s just a shade to colour my vulgarity.”  
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Emma Hall | The Headland 

The beach is gone. Vanished like it was never here. Where sand had been before, now sits an array of  

sandbags, trodden and dirty, piled high and stretching for a hundred metres towards the eastern 

headland. 

I gaze towards Point Franklin, unable to understand what I’m looking at. 

‘Where did the beach go?’ I ask. 

We stand at the usual gathering place, the elevated semicircle of  concrete at the base of  the Portsea 

Pier. Retaining walls serve the dual purpose of  keeping the sandy beds of  seagrasses at bay and of  

being a spot to drop our towels, thongs, and T-shirts. A single, crooked tap hangs from the wall. This 

wind-swept plinth, at least, remains the same. 

Jane pulls her hair back into a tight ponytail. ‘It’s been like that for years now. All the sand washed 

away.’ 

‘Washed away?’ 

‘It’s around the headland now, at Shelly Beach.’ 

I think of  that skinny strip of  sand that used to be traversable only at low tide. I remember an 

afternoon when my brother and I misjudged the speed of  the incoming tide and got stranded at the 

end, far from the steps leading back to the road. Laughing and swearing as we high-stepped through 

foaming waves that lapped against our skinny teenaged legs, dodging the beach boxes scattered along 

the foreshore. Emerging with sodden shoes and wet jeans flecked with dirt as we walked home. Shelly 

Beach was never very sandy. 

* 

Jane and I follow the others, scrabbling over a low wall and onto the sandbags, even though they’re not 

meant to be walked upon. We form a slow procession in bathers and wetsuits, hugging our shivering 

bodies. 

We’re outliers in the group, which is mostly made up of  men, tanned and leathery from a lifetime on 

the coast. The only other women are much younger—girls, really—chatting and laughing with the 

young men from the Surf  Life Saving Club. They windmill their arms as though preparing for a race 

and I smile. There was a time when I might have been competitive in this way, hoping to be the first to 

the western point, the first out of  the water. Today, I am happy just to make the distance. 

The sandbags are scratchy beneath my bare feet—so much so that it’s a relief  to step down onto 

coarse sand. The Portsea Pub looms on the grassy bank above us. I haven’t been inside it for years. I 

heard rumours of  an expensive renovation to attract more of  the tourists who flock to the beer garden 

on sunny weekend afternoons. These days, I have no desire to join them.  
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When I was a teenager, the beach curved from the pier to the headland—an expanse of  sand as full 

of  possibility as the summer stretching ahead of  me. In early January, people would fight for space to 

lay down their brightly coloured beach towels. My friends and I squealed as we jumped off  the pier, the 

old wooden boards becoming slippery with a hundred dripping feet. Splashes as bodies smacked the 

water. Jane and I buying greasy bags of  hot chips and running over the burning sand back to our 

towels, where we shared a bottle of  Coke to wash down the salt. 

Though we were part of  a bigger group, I only remember sharing that bottle of  lukewarm Coke 

with Jane. 

* 

Jane licks her thumbs and rubs them against the inside of  her goggles. I lace my fingers into my 

swimming cap and wrench it over my head, covering my ears as much as possible. Already my skin 

prickles with the thought of  the cold water. 

Our group reaches the headland, just short of  the old beach bunker that nestles into the rock. A 

forgotten joy of  beachgoers who now have no beach to go to. 

The first swimmer enters the water. There are no whoops or exclamations. Come summertime and a 

new crowd will be here in flashy wetsuits, swearing as they reach waist-depth and the icy water seeps in. 

But now, late April, is reserved for the strong ones. 

‘See you at the end,’ Jane says. 

I love her for not saying anything like, ‘I’ll wait for you,’ or, ‘Take your time.’ We both know how out 

of  practice I am, how different this is from the lap swimming I’ve been doing—the only kind of  

swimming available to me in London. But now I’m home, and Jane trusts that even though I’ve long 

been out of  the water, I have not forgotten it. And it has not forgotten me. 

I stride in, pulling my goggles down over my eyes. Then, I dive—and the cold water knocks the 

breath out of  my lungs. My face stings and my muscles tense. Then I kick, lift an arm, and I am 

swimming. 

My body warms quickly with the constant movement. Saltwater makes my mouth dry and sticky, so I 

suck in big gulps of  morning air. Suspended in water, I am more grounded than I have been in years.  

Pool swimming has made me too reliant on a solid black line to guide me. Soon I have swum out 

too far; the splashes of  the group are far to my left as I head out to sea. Even this far from the shore 

and the safety of  the pack, I’m calm in the gentle rocking of  the ocean swell. I pause, treading water, 

and gaze back at the beach, at the line of  sandbags holding the foreshore together. Why bother with 

them? Why not let the sea take what it wants? As it always has. As it always should. 

Head down again, I swim, finding a rhythm and looking up consistently to check my line. Under the 

pier—sudden darkness, stillness—and then out the other side, the far-off  western headland in sight 

between the moored boats dotting the bay. 
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‘How was that?’ Jane asks when I step out of  the water. 

My legs shake, but I smile. ‘Like being home.’ 

I think of  the morning I left, all those years ago. Jane had come over to watch me pack the car and 

console my mum as she cried in our kitchen. I was giddy, imagining the bustling streets of  London, of  

a world so far away. 

“You have to come and visit me,” I told Jane. 

She nodded. “Sure. But you’ll be back one day.” 

She was always so much wiser than me.  

* 

Jane pulls off  her swimming cap and I see her damp hair is streaked with grey. It reminds me of  how 

much time has passed. She never did come to visit me, always busy with her work and with the kids 

who arrived just a few years after I left. And I never came back, too enamoured with the glittering fast-

paced world I had been sucked into, too desperate to stand out in that crowded city. 

I realise now what a waste of  time it all was. The life I had chased had spat me out like a dumping 

wave and it had taken me far too long to see that everything I really needed was here. 

The younger swimmers jog back to the pier, but Jane and I are content to walk slowly along the tiny 

strip of  sand, stepping over the rocky sea walls that have been there since I was a child, worn smooth 

and flat by years of  lapping waves.  

We reach our towels and wrap them around ourselves. 

‘Coffee?’ Jane asks. 

‘Definitely.’ 

We rinse our feet under the crooked tap and walk back to the street. Others are already gathered 

outside the lone milk bar, waiting on orders of  lattes and egg and bacon rolls. I pull my T-shirt and 

jumper on over my wet bathers, the ocean soaking through my clothes. 

Jane puts a hand on my forearm. ‘You’ll be quicker tomorrow.’ 

I look back to the sandbags, to a summer’s day that has slipped into the ocean and disappeared like 

the sandy beach itself. 

‘I’ll just be happy to be here tomorrow.’ 

“The Headland” was first published in PENinsula. 
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Michelle St. James | End of  Summer 
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Sarah McCartt-Jackson | Cross-Shore 

The matches were wet, so we ate our potatoes raw. We didn’t think to peel them first, probably because 

we were only 12. Mickey looked at the empty hearth, watching the rain drip down from the chimney 

onto old charcoal. Then we looked at each other and took a bite. We were hungry, so we took more 

than one. 

The chimney was all that was left of  the cabin, which meant we’d also be sleeping in that same rain. We 

rigged up a tarp between the riverstone stacks and a sapling. The trees had just started to retake the 

hillside about four years ago, so they were puny as my own wrist. I was glad Mickey didn’t feel like 

crying. Instead, she asked me to sing the song about the Titanic, and we sang it until we laughed.  

The rain stopped sometime during the night, but the clouds stayed. We didn’t sleep but instead listened 

to a raccoon wash his hands in the pond. As the trees grew back, and the streambed dried up, the pond 

began to shrink so that the old tire bridge didn’t cross anything but cattail mud anymore. We made our 

wishes across it just the same, but we also doubted whether they’d come true. They say when you cross 

over a lake, what’s inside you moves like water. When you get to the other side, you aren’t the same 

person you were when you left the cross-shore.  

The last time I was in that pond, I waded in the reed-muck until all I could see was plant and sky. My 

best friend Cricket was in front of  me, reaching for the rope he had strung from one end of  the pond 

to the other so Mickey, his twin who couldn’t swim, could cross holding on. Cricket didn’t like the way 

he couldn’t see the water in the reeds, so he’d pull his body quickly hand over hand on the rope until he 

could splash into the middle of  the water. Mickey was on the middle shore, watching Cricket test the 

rope. I heard her scream when she saw the snake. I couldn’t see him, but I could picture Cricket turn 

quickly to see whether its head was above water or flush with the surface.  

“Is her head up? Is her head up?” My voice echoed in the forest bowl of  the hillpond.  

I saw the rope above me go slack and heard him thrashing. The splashes sounded like beaten out 

clotheslines and vulture wings. Tadpole algae on the reedroots swayed. Then ripples lapping my thighs. 
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Sean West | What We Know 

We electrify your dreams, undulate 
in a primal rhythm 

Our polyps used  
to bloom once in a generation 

a story fishermen shared  
with their sons over dinner 

Threading the sea, we feel 
the threat of  ruinous heat to come 

as we chase screaming beachgoers  
from the shallow waters 

When Hurricane Henry gusted 
our indigo sails, dozens of  you died 

in the deluge while our warning  
signal pulsed red 

Our stingers predict your fate 
Blink and you’ll miss it 

You already have.  

This found poem was written after and using text from Juli Berwald’s article, “What Jellyfish Know that 
Humans Don’t” (TIME, 2017). 
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Cynthia Yatchman | Swimming 
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Sean West | & Release 

I never wanted                    to hurt  
him,      only needed   to get home 
to my wife                        and kids 
I remember     salt spray     lashing 
             our backs.            How pig 
headed          we were      to ignore 
storm      warnings            that day 
so the bay      picked us         apart 
easier than       peeling       prawns 
for the little ones come Christmas 
I saw            the gutless       shape 
of  him bloat   orange as he pulled 
                  on our only life jacket 
He flashed the       boning    knife 
or did I?          Someone    slipped 
or was pushed               overboard 
I’ve felt                my girls’ kisses 
         tickle my face.         I’ll kiss 
them back,            keep them safe 
in my lap.             Let them know 
I didn’t catch                  anything 
        this time.    If  I did, I’d have  
                kissed it    and let it go. 
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Leah Mueller | 13 Ways of  Looking At Death 

1. I drive down Highway 80 and gaze at the landmarks you enjoyed when you were still alive. 

2. The farm outside of  St David, with grazing, tufted llamas behind a chain-link fence. 

3. The roadside yucca tree that declined with each passing. It began lopsided, as if  slightly inebriated, 
but slumped more each month, until it bent in half  and collapsed. Brown leaves splay in the wind 
like brittle knives. 

4. One afternoon, you said the tree was you. 

5. Your tree is barely alive now, but you died mid-spring. I watched a cat wander across the edge of  
the roof  next door. Your body in the narrow bed and a cat outside the window. Both oblivious to 
each other, and to me. 

6. I fiddle with the radio, find the song “Take the Long Way Home” by Supertramp, and start to cry. 
God, my nerves are shot. 

7. Every time we went to Tombstone, drunk cowboys embraced you in bars without knowing why. 
They sensed you were dying and needed a goddamned hug, contagion or not. You didn’t tell them. 
They could see it in your face and the curve of  your spine. 

8. Every day I remember to look at the box of  your ashes on top of  the bookcase. I haven’t touched 
it in months. The invisible weight stares down at me without reproach. Just the dust of  bones. You 
are somewhere else. 

9. I think about you when I brew coffee and notice how slowly the beans disappear. I make one 
overflowing cup, savor it the entire morning. A pound lasts almost a month. You don’t need coffee 
when you’re dead. 

10. While reading through some of  our instant messages last week, I accidentally pressed the video 
chat function and tried to contact you. After I hung up, a timestamp appeared. 

11. I wonder if  your emails accumulate like unwashed laundry. Hundreds, then thousands of  missives 
you will never read. And whether one day they’ll stop, once everyone figures out you won’t answer. 

12. I wonder if  I must feel this way for the rest of  my life. If  I should explain to you why I don’t want 
to always live alone. Why I still love sex and food and music. Why entire days go by without me 
shedding a tear. 

13. One day I will drive down the highway without seeing everything your eyes touched. The landscape 
will fade and become anonymous. You once said the brain was like a computer that could delete 
data it no longer found useful. I don’t know what you were trying to forget. I hope it wasn’t me. 
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Leah Mueller | On the Border 

One photograph together 
in 14 years: you and I propped 
against a ruined doorway frame 
in downtown Naco, Arizona. 

The Wall looms behind us, 
brown spikes gleaming like 
talons of  predatory birds. 

Scrawled signs outside the coffee-shop 
advertise hearty tourist breakfasts, but  
no one ever comes. No room for detention, 

this border offers an aperture, 
a pinhole to dimensions 
not so different from the rest. 

Next week, you will board a plane 
and fly across seven states. 
Three time zones borrowed, then returned. 

But now, a stranger 
captures us inside my phone— 
you, posing with one leg extended, 

and me, smiling like I haven’t lost everything. 
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Michelle St. James | Autumn 
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Tiff  K | Body 

When I’m asleep, tucked in my bed, the dead body visits. In my dreams, it leans back against the giant 

rock at the beach—the one tanned teenagers jump off  in the summer, when the water is warm and the 

bull sharks are breeding. It looks like a sleeping sun baker: legs splayed out in front, cocked head resting 

on one shoulder. It’s missing a half-read book and a bottle of  sun tan lotion, but otherwise, it fits right 

in. The dead body is burned, too—and not from the sun. It’s so badly burned the police can’t tell how 

old it is. 

Some days, the dead body visits my house. It leans back in my favourite deck chair on the patio. I’m 

the only one who can see it. It watches my kids jump on the trampoline for me while I have a gin, 

straight up, and let the sounds of  their screaming and the neighbour’s lawn mower dissolve. They jump 

so high their heads scrape the willow leaves. I’ve given up telling them to be careful. But the dead body 

never judges my parenting skills. It sits lifeless, rotting, because it’s been so long. Its hands leave ashy 

prints on the table. I never wipe them away. 

I remember when the autopsy was released, it was estimated the dead body was in her early twenties, 

around my age. I couldn’t help thinking that we’d get along. And now we do. I often sit next to her, 

tapping Marlboros between my fingertips—making little grey mountains in the tray that match the 

colour of  her skin. I imagine all the conversations we might have if  she could speak. Boyfriends, 

favourite bands, all the things we ever wanted. 

Maybe we’d commiserate about how life never went exactly how we planned. Some days we might 

sit in the car and cry together. Because we’re tired of  being just bodies. Because we don’t know how we 

can carry on this way, or how we’ll pay the bills when we can’t do the hours anymore, when we no 

longer “fit in”—when nobody sees us as anything more than bodies now. But she never speaks. 

And I wish that I could ask her why. 

Maybe it’s the journalist in me, but I’ve been wanting to ask her questions since the first time I saw 

her. Before I had kids I was sent out to cover breaking news—car crashes, stabbings, break-ins, 

domestics. Dead bodies were something we bartered—for likes, for credibility. I’d seen lots of  them, 

but none up close. They’d all somehow seemed detached from reality; parts of  waxy figurines—a hand 

or a foot—bathed in flashing lights. But hers was different. She made me see dead bodies for what they 

truly were—human. 

* 

I first saw her on an early shift. A jogger had found her on the beach and reported it to the police. The 

scene was dark when I arrived. The editors instructed me to come back with a story. The news cycle 

was perpetual and hungry—the readers would need something for their morning commute. 
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A thin line of  police tape was all that separated us. I couldn’t see the details, or her face, but I could 

tell she was small, about my height—5’4”. She was leaning back against the rock—an ominous shadow. 

The tide was coming in and the water licked her skirt. Each wave took another one of  her secrets, 

another strand of  DNA. 

I took my time writing her story. I should have been interviewing rubberneckers, transcribing their 

vacuous comments: “It’s normally such a quiet suburb,” or, “Nothing like this ever happens around 

here,” before they went on with their days. 

Instead, I watched kids arrive with buckets and spades as the sun came up. I watched teenagers 

become impatient when they weren’t allowed to show off  for a fleeting moment or scale the giant 

boulder to prove they weren’t afraid of  death or bull sharks—or ghosts. I heard people sulk about the 

dead body interrupting their morning surfs. These were the people who thirsted for gore, who would 

click on the articles about the body, looking for the source of  her spilled blood, then keep scrolling 

when they found no answers. 

Later, I watched the frothy tide erase her ashen imprint from the sand. I wondered if  that would be 

the only sendoff  she’d get. 

* 

By breakfast the following morning, the police declared her death “not suspicious,” which meant she 

hadn’t been murdered like the news outlets had hoped. The police report suggested that she’d set 

herself  on fire, and we’d all have to leave. But there was something about her that made me stay behind 

on the beach, scouring the sand for answers. 

I filed my story on a cracked iPhone—all facts and forensic detail. A story about a death that would 

shock sleepy morning commuters into feeling more alive. 

* 

It’s been years now since I’ve seen my byline in print. Now, sticky fingers and chubby cheeks and 

“Mum!” bouncing off  the smudged walls in our rented hallway is the only reason I wake up each 

morning. 

When I fell pregnant—unexpectedly—I discovered that I was seen as little more than a body. I 

wasn’t like the other working mothers who wore wedding bands and had planned their families. I was 

young and alone. I was moved from breaking news to the office to the back burner. My body became 

seen as more of  an eyesore and a liability than an asset. For the first time, I understood how 

dispensable bodies could be. 

* 
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Sometimes late at night, I search for the body online. I don’t know if  she had a proper funeral, or if  her 

family was ever found. If  she had kids early, like me. If  she's still cold in a morgue somewhere, waiting. 

I wish that I could save her, save both of  us—from being one of  thousands of  bodies cast aside for 

being dead or different. Always waiting for someone to reassign us our names. 

* 

Last night I met her in a dream again. We were back at the foreshore. The air smelt like wattle and 

honey and spring. She was in her usual spot, leaning back against the rock, relaxing. Usually she was 

obscured by darkness—but this time the moon illuminated her face. I’d imagined charred cheeks, 

hollow sockets, and cracked lips, but her face wasn't burned at all. It was a mirror. When I looked at 

her, I saw myself. 

I knew then that I didn’t need to ask her why, that the only thing between me and her was a thin line 

of  police tape. That we were all just one unexpected morning from becoming a body or an imprint in 

the sand. 

In my dream, we smiled and held each other, floating upwards. For the first time in a long time, we 

were weightless; we weren’t our bodies. 

I looked down to see the tide was coming in, bartering footprints for names waiting to be 

rediscovered. Our reflections glistened like stars on the surface of  the sea. 
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Tessa Milton | Observer 1992 

launched to the horizons of  mars 
where the red dust and night sky greet  
neighbouring galaxies  
mosaicked with stars   
who whisper in ciphering winks. 

i roam hollow craters 
following morse code tales  
from drifting probes 
logging murmurs of  distant embers 
searching for     
   scattered   
         secrets  
 
       among  space 

     junk  

i’ve lain in the graves of  rivers   
beneath constellations of  two-dimensional gods 
 
a frieze in time 
carved from darkness  

a relic in orbit 
i surrender to solitude  

suspended    confined 
in space 
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Notes from our Contributors 

Emily Heasman is a Brisbane-based visual artist who has been focusing on refining their skills in pen 
and ink drawings since 2017. While their formal education is in creative writing, Emily has been 
applying creative energy to produce whimsical pieces that often portray the grim realities of  humanity 
in a unique and refreshing light. A prominent theme in Emily’s work is the relationship between life and 
death, and they are also concerned with matters surrounding the stigma of  mental health. Emily 
endeavours to convey these themes within their work and finds that the medium of  ink and water 
colour are ideal reflections of  the unrefined nature of  human beings. Instagram: @shayneos_sketches 

Katelyn Goyen is a Meanjin/Brisbane based poet. Her poems have been featured in Blue Bottle Journal 
and Voiceworks. She co-founded and edited the dearly departed literary zine, The Tundish Review. 

Hellai Gul is a writer/reader of  words in various forms, living on unceded sovereign Burramattagal 
land. They are currently writing stories, poems, and a dissertation at the University of  Sydney. They 
occasionally tweet via @hellaigul.   

Helena Pantsis (she/they) is a writer of  short form fiction from Naarm, Australia. A full-time student 
of  creative writing, they have a fond appreciation for the gritty, the dark, and the experimental. Her 
works are published or forthcoming in Overland, Island Online, Going Down Swinging, and Meanjin. More 
can be found at hlnpnts.com. 

Matt Rice is a cartoonist based in Meanjin/Brisbane. As a comic creator, Matt continues to reflect on 
the formative experiences of  his past life in the UK, whilst adapting to his new life as a recent migrant 
and Australian citizen. Matt’s first autobiographical mini-comic ‘Graft’ was released in early 2021, 
reflecting his experiences entering into the UK workforce in Northern England after dropping out of  
college in the late 1990s.  

Michelle St. James is an artist, illustrator, and published author. See more of  her work at EarthTones 
Paintings (webs.com) (art) Home | StJames-art (wixsite.com) (art) and ShellStJames (fiction) 

Emma Simington is a poet residing on unceded Wanggeriburra land. Her poems have lived in Blue 
Bottle Journal, Australian Poetry Journal, and The Moth Magazine. In early 2021, she was a finalist in the New 
Orleans And Tennessee Williams Literary Festival’s Poetry Contest and in November of  that same year 
was shortlisted for the Helen Anne Bell Poetry Bequest Award for her, as yet unpublished, poetry 
collection. This summer, Emma will look amazing in a one-piece swimsuit, wolf  down dinner, and 
learn to drive. Instagram: @emmathesimington | Website: emmasimington.tumblr.com 

A note from Emma on “in november” 
i’d been back on the mountain for about two years. did a lot of  self  healing, wrote a 
book, learned to cook, returned to study, and stabilised my mental health for the first 
time in almost a decade. 
“in november” is about how things are and had been. it represents an end of  phase and 
will see publication just after i’ve move away. 
i’m exceedingly grateful for my time at home. but it lacked people like me: queer, young, 
trans, disabled, kinky. i pray there’ll be more kisses where i’m going, than where i’ve 
been. 

Susan Barry-Schulz grew up just outside of  Buffalo, New York. She is a licensed physical therapist 
living with chronic illness and an advocate for mental health and reducing stigma in IBD. Her poetry 
has appeared in The Wild World, New Verse News, SWWIM, Barrelhouse online, Nightingale & Sparrow, 
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Shooter Literary Magazine, Kissing Dynamite, Bending Genres and elsewhere. She lives in a lake 
neighbourhood in the Hudson Valley region with her husband and one or more of  her three adult 
children. It all depends. 

A note from Susan on “On chronic illness…” 
I wrote the initial draft of  this piece during the first anxious summer of  the pandemic. I 
was in the middle of  a flare of  an autoimmune illness, which was affecting my ability to 
walk, and attempting to teach myself  to swim in a nearby lake by watching YouTube 
tutorials. At the same time an outbreak of  a tick borne virus led to the death of  several 
deer in and around the lake. That same summer I had to see several different medical 
specialists and undergo multiple tests and scans. Sometimes it seemed like the hawks 
over the lake were calling out “copay, copay” as I swam. 

Seth Canner is a graduate of  the University of  Greenwich and Royal Holloway, University of  London. 
He studied Creative Writing and English Literature.  

Emma Hall is a young emerging writer living in Naarm/Melbourne. Her short fiction has been 
published in several journals and anthologies. She is the recipient of  a 2022 KSP Writers Centre 
Fellowship and a Moreland Council Making Space Writing Residency. Emma works as a professional 
freelance writer and communications consultant, with extensive experience writing articles for print and 
online publications. She completed her Master of  Creative Writing, Publishing and Editing at the 
University of  Melbourne in 2016. All of  her writing work can be found on her website: https://
emmahallwrites.com. 

A note from Emma on “The Headland” 
While this is a work of  fiction, it was inspired by my own experiences of  open water 
swimming on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria. The morning swimming group 
featured in this piece can be found throughout the year, meeting at the Portsea Pier for 
the cold swim in the bay. 

Kentucky poet, folklorist, and educator Sarah McCartt-Jackson has been published by Indiana Review, 
Journal of  American Folklore, The Maine Review, and others. She received an Al Smith Individual Artist 
Fellowship from the Kentucky Arts Council, and has served as artist-in-residence for Great Smoky 
Mountains, Catoctin Mountain, Homestead, and Acadia National Parks, among other residencies. Her 
poetry books include Stonelight, Calf  Canyon, Vein of  Stone, and Children Born on the Wrong Side of  the River. 
She teaches poetry, environmental education, and elementary school. 

Cynthia Yatchman is a Seattle based artist. As a former ceramicist and art teacher, she went back to 
school in 1991 to receive a B.F.A. in painting from the University of  Washington. Since 1995 she has 
painted nearly full-time from her studio in Seattle. Her works are housed in numerous public and 
private collections and have been shown nationally in California, Connecticut, New York, Indiana, 
Michigan, Oregon and Wyoming. She has exhibit- ed extensively in the northwest, including shows at 
Seattle University, Seattle Pacific University, Shoreline Community College, the Tacoma Convention 
Centre, and the Seattle Pacific Science Centre. 

Sean West is a Meanjin-based poet, disability support worker, and workshop facilitator. He has 
received an Arts Queensland Individuals Fund grant in 2021 and has been shortlisted for the Thomas 
Shapcott Poetry Prize in 2021, 2020 and 2019. He is the founding editor of  Blue Bottle Journal. Find him 
at www.callmemariah.com.  

Leah Mueller is an indie writer and spoken word performer from Bisbee, Arizona.  She is the author 
of  nine prose and poetry books, published by numerous small presses. Her latest chapbook, “Land of  
Eternal Thirst” (Dumpster Fire Press) was released in 2021.  Leah’s work appears in Rattle, Midway Journal, 
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Citron Review, The Spectacle, Miracle Monocle, Outlook Springs, Atticus Review, Your Impossible Voice, and 
elsewhere. Visit her website at www.leahmueller.org. 

Tiff  K is a mother and a writer from Victoria, Australia. Her work has been recognised by various 
national and international competitions. 

Tessa Milton is a writer, poet and QUT Fine Arts graduate. She has been published in Blue Bottle 
Journal. Tessa’s poetry usually draws on the nostalgia of  her rural childhood in contrast with her urban 
and worldly experiences into adulthood, but “Observer 1992” takes a different perspective. 
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